Introduction
Comparisons among species often examine whether some character of interest, such as, for example, a developmental mechanism, correlates with some other aspect of the organisms or their phylogeny, such as life-history strategy, ecological specialization or speciation rates. A correlation would suggest an evolutionary process linking the di!erent features. To assess such correlations, various methods have been proposed that take into account the phylogenetic ties among the species (e.g. Clutton}Brock & Harvey, 1977; Ridley, 1983; Felsenstein, 1985; Huey & Bennett, 1987; Burt, 1989; Maddison, 1990; Harvey & Pagel, 1991; Martins & Garland, 1991; Garland et al., 1993; Pagel, 1994; Read & Nee, 1995; Martins & Hansen, 1996; . Some of these methods assume that branch lengths of the phylogenetic tree are known, some assume that character evolution proceeds according to a speci"ed stochastic model, and some that ancestral states have been accurately reconstructed.
In general, such assumptions increase the power of the method, but they may limit its applicability, and may lead to incorrect results if the assumptions are not met. While some methods use reconstructed ancestral states (e.g. Ridley, 1983; Huey & Bennett, 1987; Maddison, 1990) , others do not (e.g. Felsenstein, 1985; Pagel, 1994) . Errors in ancestral state reconstructions are not, in general, considered adequately by the methods (Felsenstein, 1985; Maddison & Maddison, 1992 although some assessments suggest errors are not fatal to the results (Maddison, 1990; Martins & Garland, 1991) . Methods that avoid reconstructing ancestral states often make strong assumptions of di!erent sorts, for instance a particular stochastic model of evolution or branch lengths for the trees. As expected, misinterpretations can result if the branch lengths or assumed models of character evolution are incorrect (Garland et al., 1992; Read & Nee, 1995; DmH az-Uriarte & Garland, 1998) .
Attractive for its reliance on relatively few assumptions is the method of pairwise comparisons of terminal taxa (Felsenstein, 1985; p. 13; M+ller & Birkhead, 1992; Purvis & Bomham, 1997 ; see also Read & Nee, 1995 for a closely related approach). A study of the correlates of active #ight could compare a bird and a non-avian dinosaur such as <elociraptor, a bat and a mouse, a pterosaur and a lizard, and a lepidopteran and a collembolan (Fig. 1 ). These four pairs are separated on the phylogeny, and represent independent comparisons in the sense that a separate evolutionary change between active #ight and its absence must have occurred between the members of each pair. Had nature only supplied us with enough pairs, a general correlation might be found using sign tests or other basic statistical tests. For instance, the #ying member of each pair may consistently show a higher value in some variable of interest than the non-#ying member.
The idea of using pairwise comparisons of taxa is not a new one*its roots can be traced back at least as far as Salisbury (1942) . Pairwise methods have been used in other contexts in phylogenetic biology [e.g. sister clade comparisons by Mitter et al. (1988) to study species selection].
The method of pairwise comprisons has the advantage of avoiding, apparently, assumptions about ancestral states, branch lengths and elaborate models of evolution. The method may avoid some of the misinterpretations that other methods (e.g., Maddison, 1990; Pagel, 1994) can yield when other factors cause clustering of changes (Read & Nee, 1995; Grafen & Ridley, 1997a) . However, the pairwise comparison method is by no means ideal. It loses information in focusing on only a subset of branches and comparisons (Felsenstein, 1985) , and may have low power to detect correlations . Pairwise comparisons are not guaranteed to be statistically independent , an issue that will be discussed at the conclusion of this paper. In addition, there are some questions, such as those concerning direction of change, that the method may be unable to answer. The relative merits of the pairwise comparison method need further study , and this paper will not satisfy that need. The purpose of this paper is not to judge the method, but rather to develop it in greater detail.
A method closely related to pairwise comparison decomposes the tree into independent subtrees that can include more than two terminal taxa each (Burt, 1989; Read & Nee, 1995; Purvis & Rambaut, 1995) . The pairwise comparison method is a special case of subtree decomposition, in which each subtree has exactly two terminal taxa. On the one hand, having more than two taxa in each fragment of the tree can allow a greater variety of questions to be addressed, including ones involving direction of change. On the other hand, how to analyse each subtree remains an issue (see . In this paper, I will restrict my focus to pairwise comparison of terminal taxa.
Pairwise tests may sometimes be chosen because they can be used even when comparative data are sparse and phylogeny poorly resolved (Felsenstein, 1985) . In these circumstances, the choice of pairs of taxa to contrast may be determined largely by available data along with subsidiary considerations, such as a preference for choosing pairs that are close relatives in order to minimize variance. However, pairwise tests can be valuable as well with complete data and a well-resolved phylogeny (Read & Nee, 1995; Purvis & Bomham, 1997) , because they avoid some of the assumptions of more parametric methods. With complete data, a di$cult choice may accompany the test: which pairs of taxa to select for comparison? Pairs of taxa must be chosen so that the comparisons are phylogenetically separated from one another, but this constraint does not necessarily determine a unique selection of pairs. A bat might instead have been compared to a squirrel, a coleopteran to a thysanuran, and so on (see Fig. 1 ). In Fig. 2 , which pairs of taxa should be chosen to investigate a possible association between the "rst character with state A and a, and the second character with states B and b? If the result of a test depends on the selection, and a particular set of taxon pairs is chosen by the investigator, then an arbitrary or subjective element could enter the interpretation of character association.
For this reason, automated means to select pairings of taxa would be valuable. If alternative pairings of taxa could be enumerated automatically and exhaustively, dependence on arbitrary choices could be eliminated. A computer program could generate all acceptable pairings, and repeat the relevant statistical test for each. In this paper I develop algorithms to choose pairs of taxa for statistical tests. Given that there are many conceivable criteria for choice of pairs, and I will focus on only a few, the algorithms presented here can be considered only the beginning of a suite of alternative algorithms that could eventually be derived.
Primarily, I will focus on choice of pairs of taxa that contrast in the states of one or two binary (presence}absence) characters. Some of the methods, however, can also be useful for continuous-valued characters. The phylogeny will be assumed to be well resolved (i.e. trees fully dichotomous). Algorithms are presented, but in outline form only. Detailed algorithms in the form of Java programming code are available at http://mesquite.biosci.arizona.edu/mesquite/pairwise/pairwise.html.
Criteria for Choosing Pairs
A pairing of taxa is a set of pairs of terminal taxa (a set of comparisons). Thus, the pairing discussed above consists of four pairs: bird}<elociraptor, bat}mouse, pterosaur}lizard and dragon#y}springtail. For a pairing to be useful for comparative tests, the pairs that compose it must be phylogenetically separate from one another: the evolutionary paths linking the taxa cannot be shared. (Such pairs have been called &&independent'', but I will instead use the more neutral term &&separate'', so as not to imply that they are independent in a statistical sense.) Thus, the comparisons are phylogenetically separate if we draw a path on the branches of tree for each pair, linking its two terminal taxa, and none of the paths touch or cross each other (Felsenstein, 1998; Burt, 1989) . A pairing of bats vs. crocodiles, birds vs. dogs, and dragon#ies vs. platypus, would not consist of separated comparisons, for some are comparing changes along some of the same lineages.
For a given phylogeny, there may be more than one pairing that satis"es the criterion of separation. Figures 3}6 show the same tree and character, but each "gure shows a di!erent pairing of taxa. In Fig. 3 , B is being compared with E; in criterion of relevance: it should represent a comparison relevant for the question of interest. To investigate whether taxa di!ering in one character have predictable di!erences in other characters, the taxa of a pair should at least di!er in the one character. Thus, the pairing of Fig. 6 fails because two of the comparisons (A}B and C}D) are between taxa with the same state in the character of interest (shown by A and a at the branch tips). Read & Nee (1995) , considering binary characters, propose choosing only those pairs of taxa that di!er in both characters whose correlation is being tested. They argue that pairs of taxa that are alike in the dependent variable are unhelpful, since they do not contribute for or against a hypothesis of association. Their numbers could, however, help indicate how strong any association is. Garland et al. (1992) note that each comparison adds a degree of freedom to the test. If the dependent character is a continuous variable, then its value is likely to di!er between any two taxa, and thus any pair di!ering in the independent character could be useful.
Among pairings whose comparisons are relevant and phylogenetically separate, one obvious criterion is to prefer pairings with as many comparisons as possible (Purvis & Bomham, 1997) . The more pairs, the greater the sample size in the pairwise comparison. Thus, the pairings of Figs 5 and 6 would be preferred to those of Figs 3 and 4, because the former have two relevant pairs each, while the latter have one pair each. Finding pairings with as many pairs as possible is not necessarily a trivial exercise: one cannot simply choose haphazardly and hope to maximize the number of pairs chosen. If the "rst pair chosen is that of Fig. 3 , for example, then no other pair can be chosen that contrasts species with states A and a, because any other contrast would not be phylogenetically separate.
De5nitions
Trees will be assumed rooted for ease of description, although choice of root has no e!ect on the pairs chosen by the algorithms. The branch points will be called nodes; a node's immediate descendants (if any), its daughters; its immediate ancestor, its parent. Trees are assumed to be dichotomous (each internal node with two immediate descendants). (Algorithms for trees with polytomies are not presented. They would allow at most one pair to span any polytomous node, whether the polytomy is treated as a lack of resolution or simultaneous speciation.) Figure 7 illustrates a pairing, shown in bold lines, within a clade containing seven terminal taxa A through G. A pairing is a set of phylogenetically separate pairs of terminal taxa on a tree. The pairs of the pairing in Fig. 7 are AB, CD and FG. The bold lines joining the two members of a pair of terminal taxa show the path between the taxa. Each path can be viewed as beginning at an ancestral node and proceeding tipward in two directions, on each reaching a di!erent terminal taxon. Thus, each pairing can be thought of as a set of paths, with each path linking two terminal taxa.
A free path in a pairing in a clade is a contiguous set of branches from the root of the clade to a terminal taxon such that the path touches none of the paths in the pairing. In Fig. 7 there is one free path, from the root to taxon E, marked by a dashed line. A pairing in a clade has a free path to a particular state if there is a free path to a terminal taxon bearing that state.
A pairing with the most pairs possible for the tree, among pairings that satisfy a particular criterion (e.g. contrasting states in a binary character), will be called a maximal pairing. 
Pairs without Regard to Characters
Despite having suggested that we would be choosing pairs speci"cally to contrast the states of one or two characters, I will begin by ignoring the characters. It may sometimes be useful to "nd pairs of taxa with no constraints on the states they have. For instance, in comparing two continuous-valued characters, it may not matter much which pairs of taxa are chosen, for they are likely to di!er at least to some degree in both characters. The goal could be simply to choose as many pairs as possible. As noted by Felsenstein (1988) and Burt (1989) , the maximum number of phylogenetically separate pairs of taxa that can be chosen on a dichotomous tree is one-half of the number of terminal taxa in the tree, rounded down to the nearest whole number. How can pairings that contain this maximum number be found? Although this case (pairing without regard to characters) may not be the most important, it is treated here "rst because it is straightforward.
The maximal pairings for a dichotomous tree can be found easily. If the number of terminal taxa is even, then there is only one maximal pairing. First, it must include all sister species pairs (otherwise one sister would have to be excluded from the comparisons). Once these pairs have been made, the tree can be pruned of them, and sister species on the resulting subtree chosen, and so on, until all species have been paired. If the number of terminal taxa is odd, then there will be as many di!erent pairings as there are terminal taxa (delete a terminal, which will yield a tree with an even number of terminals, and "nd the pairing on the tree; repeat with each terminal deleted in turn).
In the example tree used in Figs 3}6 there are seven di!erent pairings with the maximum number of three pairs (three pairings that pair DE and FG, and in addition either AB, BC or AC; three that pair AB and CD, and in addition FG, EG or EF; and "nally AB, CE or FG). Applied to the example of Fig. 2 , there is only a single pairing with 10 pairs. Three of the pairs accord with a hypothesis of an a-A di!erence predicting a b-B di!erence (respectively), 1 is neutral because the dependent variable is constant (state B), and six are uninformative because the independent variable is constant (states are a and a or A and A).
Pairs Contrasting in One Binary Character
I will now consider how to choose pairs of taxa so that they contrast the states in a binary character (a character with two states, e.g. A and a)*that is, so that one member of each pair has state A and the other state a. With taxa so paired, one could study whether the taxon of each pair with state A is more likely to have a particular state in a second character, than is the taxon with state a. Some authors suggest that such pairs of taxa are not necessarily informative (Read & Nee, 1995) . However, pairs that contrast a single binary character could be useful when the second character is continuous-valued, yielding the question &&does the taxon with state A have a consistently higher or lower value in the second character than the taxon with state a?'' NUMBER OF PAIRS Before describing the algorithm to "nd maximal pairings, a useful preliminary is to consider how many pairs will there be in such a pairing. The answer is simple (Tu%ey & Steel, 1997) : the maximum number of pairs of terminal taxa that can be chosen to contrast the states of a binary character on a dichotomous tree is equal to the number of parsimony-counted steps in the character treated as unordered (&&Fitch parsimony''; Fitch, 1971) . A proof is given by Tu%ey & Steel (1997, Lemma 1).
A modi"ed version of this result, in the form of the following proposition, is useful to the algorithm that "nds pairings. This may be proved inductively, from the tips to the root of the tree, assuming that the proposition holds for two daughter nodes of a node, and then proving that it holds for the node itself. The proof is straightforward but tedious. For an arbitrary node the proof checks all possible conditions at the two daughter nodes and con"rms that whenever a step would be counted by parsimony, a new path could be found between a pair of terminal taxa.
FINDING ALL MAXIMAL PAIRINGS
All maximal pairings that contrast pairs of taxa di!ering in the state of a binary character can be found, on a dichotomous tree, using an algorithm that performs two traversals through the tree.
First, the algorithm performs a traversal of the tree from tips to root while doing two calculations: (1) the &&downpass'' of the unordered-state parsimony algorithm is used to assign either A, a, or Aa to each node and (2) at each node is placed either A, a, or Aa to indicate the states occurring among terminal taxa of the node's clade.
Then, the algorithm moves back through the tree from the root to the tips, building paths between terminal taxa as it goes. Each path represents one of the pairwise comparisons (Fig. 7) . Such a path is created at its ancestral node, and then it reaches tipward on either side until it contacts each of its two terminal taxa.
As it arrives at a node, the algorithm may pass from the node's parent a request to continue a path tipward. This path seeks to reach a terminal taxon with a particular state, and along with the request for the path is an indication of what state (A or a) is sought. The algorithm must decide to which of the two daughter nodes the path should be subsequently passed. It can choose by examining the information stored from the "rst traversal and using the proposition discussed above as a guide to what will ensure a maximum number of pairs. Sometimes, both daughters allow the path equally well, in which case one direction can be followed, and later the other direction can be followed to yield an alternative pairing. (Following equally good alternatives successively to yield all of the maximal pairings requires careful record-keeping, however, because such choices can be scattered around the tree, and some choices constrain others.)
If no path is being passed from the parent, then the algorithm determines whether it is better to continue to the daughter nodes without a path, or to initiate a new path based at the node, or both. If a path is initiated at the node, the algorithm then passes to one of the daughter nodes a request to continue a path seeking state A, and to the other daughter a path seeking state a.
Applying this method to the tree used in Figs 3}6 to "nd pairs that contrast the states of character A/a, con"rms that there are 12 di!erent pairings with a maximum number of two pairs (either AC or BC with either DF, DG, EF or EG for eight possibilities, and either AD or BC with either EF or EG for four additional possibilities). Applied to the example of Fig. 2 , one "nds 954 di!erent pairings with "ve pairs each. All, of course, show a contrast between the states of the "rst character (A vs. a ). 468 of these pairings have all "ve pairs in accordance with the hypothesis that an a-A di!erence predicts a b-B di!erence (respectively); 402 of the pairings have 4 pairs in accord and 1 pair neutral because the dependent character is constant; 84 of the pairings have 3 pairs in accord and 2 pairs neutral.
Pairs Contrasting in Two Binary Characters
Read & Nee (1995) argue that for a pair of taxa to serve usefully in a comparison of two binary characters, they must di!er in both characters. The pairwise comparison can then ask whether the taxa that contrast in state A vs. state a also 200 contrast in a predictable manner in state B vs. state b.
NUMBER OF PAIRS
How many phylogenetically separate pairs of taxa can be chosen such that the members of a pair di!er in each of the two binary characters? The answer can be determined by a rootwardprogressing algorithm that stores at each node the maximum number of contrasting pairs in a pairing in the clade given each of "ve constraints on the pairing. One of the constraints is that (1) there is a free path to a terminal taxon with states A and B; I will express this shorthand as &&a free path to AB''. Recall that a free path is a path along the tree branches, from the root of the clade to the terminal taxon, that touches no paths between pairs of the pairing. The other possible constraints are (2) there is a free path to Ab, (3) a free path to aB, (4) a free path to ab, and (5) there is no free path to any terminal taxon. At each node, the algorithm can calculate this information from the corresponding information already calculated for its daughter nodes. The maximum number of pairs given the pairing in a clade has a free path to ab is, for example, the maximum over all the possibilities that allow a free path to ab, namely those that have a free path to ab either in the left descendant's clade, or in the right descendant's clade, or both (total nine possibilities). By the time the algorithm arrives at the root of the entire tree, this information can be scanned to determine the maximum number of pairs allowed under any constraint. The proof of this algorithm follows directly by applying induction rootward on the tree in parallel to the algorithm.
FINDING ALL MAXIMAL PAIRINGS
To "nd all maximal pairings, the maximum number of pairs in each clade given each of the "ve constraints described above must be "rst calculated. Then, an algorithm can traverse the tree from the root to the tips, creating the paths. When the algorithm arrives at a node, if a path is being passed from its parent node, the algorithm decides whether to send it to the left or right daughter according to the information calculated on the rootward traversal, which indicates which daughter (perhaps either) can accept the path and maintain a su$ciently good pairing. If no path is being passed from the parent, the algorithm decides whether to begin a path or to continue without one.
If a second character were added to the example of Figs 3}6, with states BbBBbbb (reading across the tree), the method could have been applied to contrast the states of both characters. One "nds only two di!erent pairings with a maximum number of two pairs, BC with DF, and BC with DG. Applying the method to the example of Fig. 2, 468 pairings are found, all showing "ve pairs in accord with the hypothesis that an a-A di!erence predicts a b-B di!erence (respectively).
Other Criteria
All of the algorithms presented seek to maximize the number of pairs in a pairing, but the last two impose secondary criteria (to contrast the states of one or both characters). Other conceivable pairing algorithms for comparative tests may share the criterion of maximal sample size (number of pairs), but they will di!er by the additional criteria they impose. The secondary criteria considered above are by no means the only additional criteria that could be used.
In general, a comparison will be expected to lead to a more clear result the more similar the two members of each pair are (M+ller and Birkhead, 1992) , as long as they di!er in the characters of interest. The algorithms presented above show no preference for more closely over more distantly related taxa in the choice of a pair. One might thus impose an additional criterion: that the members of pairs be as closely related as possible. That is, the paths along the tree's branches between members of a pair should be as shallow as possible. Shallowness could be imposed by accepting only those pairs such that the path between its members includes no branches ancestral to any other pair. Such shallowest pairs can be found easily by searching for the terminal-most nodes with Aa state assignments on the parsimony downpass. At each such node, alternative terminals in each daughter clade (if more than one) will yield alternative pairings. However, there is no guarantee that the pairs so chosen had diverged recently, and PHYLOGENETIC PAIRWISE COMPARISONS 201 perhaps a more e!ective way to reduce evolutionary distances among members of each pair would be to consider branch lengths explicitly, accepting pairs whose patristic distance is below some speci"ed threshold. Finding an acceptable pairing with as many pairs as possible may require a heuristic search.
Even if no preference for recently diverged taxa is imposed, it may be valuable to select pairs that have approximately equal divergence to minimize heteroscedasticity, especially if pairs are used in parametric tests of a continuous-valued dependent variable. A pairing could be judged by both its number of pairs, and the variance in the divergence times of their members. Purvis & Bromham (1997) chose pairs of taxa with the requirement that the divergence between members of a pair was datable. Otherwise, they sought to maximize the number of pairs. It is possible, though uncon"rmed, that an algorithm to implement this approach could be achieved by a minor modi"cation of the algorithms presented above, imposing a restriction against initiating a new path based at a node if the node is not dated.
Independence
The pairwise comparisons selected by these algorithms are phylogenetically independent, in the sense that the lineages along which any evolutionary contrasts arose are not shared. However, this does not necessarily guarantee that such pairs of taxa represent statistically independent comparisons , 1997b . I will give a few examples here to demonstrate the problem, so as to prevent an overly-optimistic view of the pairwise comparison method.
Lineages on two paths near each other on the tree are more likely to have inherited common features than two paths far apart on the tree. For some evolutionary questions, this would be a serious issue. For instance, an attempt to correlate the state of one character with the rate of evolution in another using &&independent'' pairs of taxa to sample divergences could yield serious misinterpretation if several pairs were clustered on the tree, for they might all share some third feature by descent that is the true cause of any unusual rate (P. Higgs, pers. comm.). An example could be taken from Fig. 1 . If time depths of all of the nodes were known, one might be able to calculate sequence divergence per million years for two phylogenetically separate pairs of arthropods (coleopteran vs. lepidopteran, thysanuran vs. collembolan), and several phylogenetically separate pairs of vertebrates. If the arthropods show di!erent rates than the vertebrates (obviously, more pairs would be needed for a useful statistical test), we clearly would not be justi"ed in concluding that an exoskeleton was the likely cause. Any other di!erence in the features between arthropods and vertebrates could just as easily be the cause. Rates of evolution are not the subject of this paper, but this example illustrates that just because comparisons follow separate paths along the branches of the tree, they are not necessarily statistically independent samples of the evolutionary process.
For the questions of concern in the bulk of this paper (namely, whether contrast in one character predicts contrast in another), the problems with non-independence of nearby pairs may not be so severe. Even if pairs nearby in the tree are more likely to share the same ancestral state than distant pairs, the fact that the members of the pairs are examined for their di+erences will avoid some, but not all, problems. Imagine that many pairs are clustered in one area of the tree, and hence each pair began with A as ancestral state. If pairs are chosen to contrast the state in this character, one terminal taxon in each must have evolved state a. Is there a model of evolution in which a second character evolving independently of the "rst could be expected to have its states associated non-randomly with A/a within these pairs? Change of any particular sort in the second character would be just as likely to have occurred on the lineage leading to the member of the pair with a as to the member with A, and no association is expected, unless the evolution of the characters is tied directly or indirectly through third factors.
A scenario can be invented in which third factors are involved: a series of nearby pairs all begin with ancestral states A and B, and thus when a factor increasing the rate of change in general occurs (e.g. a population bottleneck) along one of the two lineages in each pair, the 202 characters are likely to evolve to a and b concurrently (assuming that these characters are restricted to two, or a few, states). A signi"cant correlation in this case is perhaps not as misleading as that occurring in the state/rate case discussed at the start of this section, because there is in fact a causal link (albeit indirect) between change in the two characters in each pair. However, the causal link is of a rather di!erent kind (general rate increase in lineage) than that sought. A conclusion about the nature of the association could be made that would be unwarranted. For instance, the apparent polarity of the association could be arbitrary. If the second character just happened to have had b as the ancestral state in that region of the tree, it would have seemed that B and a were associated instead of b and a.
Of course, correlation is never a sure indication of cause. The question is, how e!ectively can we rule out alternative causal explanations? The problem with non-phylogenetic comparative methods was that they could not rule out the possibility that two traits were correlated merely due to passive co-inheritance from a common ancestor. With phylogenetic methods, we could at least rule out such a simple explanation, and restrict our conclusions to more interesting causal explanations having to do with interactions among the characters themselves (perhaps indirectly via a third factor). For the "rst scenario discussed above, correlating rates with some character state, an explanation of passive coinheritance is, unfortunately, still available. For the second scenario discussed above, correlating states in two characters, an explanation involving a third factor is available, although not an explanation having to do with the particular characters involved (increases in rate on a background of common ancestral states). In both scenarios, a correlation is less informative about cause than one might hope.
It might have seemed that the pairwise comparison method is nearly assumption-free, given that it is presented without explicit reference to branch lengths or model of evolution. Indeed, I suspect that the method can perform well under varying models. However, the problems discussed here reveal the need for more careful exploration of what assumptions would be su$cient to justify the method statistically.
With a di!erent evolutionary problem, reconstructing the phylogenetic tree, any given inference method will exhibit statistical misbehaviour under at least some assumptions. Likewise for comparative tests, even the seemingly most assumption-free method will misbehave in some circumstances. As expected (Sober, 1988; Harvey and Pagel, 1991) , there will be no model-free comparative tests.
